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citizens. This then is the situation. All accounts of the
Conclave of 1492, including the dispatches of Orators to
their respective governments, are based on hearsay, or
popular rumor. Historians have no other material*; for
there is none.
The cry of simony always is raised at every election of
a Pope. It is only an exemplification of the law that At-
traction and Repulsion are Primary Forces. That the Lord
Alexander P.P. VI on His election did strip Himself of
His new palace, and of His multitudinous benefices, can-
not be denied. Why need it be denied ? It always is done;
for a cardinal who is elected Pope has no more need of
these things: he leaves them with his scarlet and ermine
cappamagna when He is endued with the plain white frock
of Christ's Vicar. The giving away of His cast-off goods
and offices cannot be twisted into an act of simony, unless
there is a distinct stipulation that they are given and taken
as the price of a vote. And no such distinct stipulation is
extant. It is difficult to see why cardinals should be con-
sidered likely to be guilty of such degeneration. As a class
of men they stand high: they generally are possessed of
illustrious birth; they generally are possessed of such
enormous wealth as to place them beyond the range of
pecuniary temptation; and invariably they are men of
merit, the fine flower of their profession. As far as mun-
dane honours go, they have tasted all the glory that the
world can offer, except one glory. No layman may kneel
on the same bench with a cardinal, unless he be a reigning
sovereign. No layman may make a fourth in a carriage
containing three cardinals, not even a reigning sovereign.
Their rank places them far above peers or princes. They
are not eligible for the Athenaeum Club, but nothing that
the world can offer will improve their position except the
Papacy; yet they are suspected, as a class, of intrigues and
cabals of the basest kind, mere financial operations; and
rarely, very rarely, is there any ground for the suspicion,

